
HOW TO WRITE A MAGAZINE ARTICLE INTERVIEW FORMAT

Learn more on how to write the perfect interview article for a magazine. Get tips and tricks on how to choose questions,
structure the article and.

There may also be more reasons to do them. Understand Article Structure Knowing how to write a great
article takes practice. Someone else has made a pithy comment that seems perfect for the closing line. Profile
feature ledes are often more creative than news leads. Copy your draft into their online editor and check
grammar, sentence flow, overused words, and more. Stay on your toes. If so, what makes them your hero? Ask
again, always explaining who you are, the topic of your article, and why you think they would be helpful. If
you're really listening to your subject as he speaks, you might be surprised at the questions that pop into your
mind as you go along. Consider writing about clubs with few or no members. Now a year-old doctor and
engineer, Dr. Finding more becomes part of the research stage. Profile features should include the major
elements of hard news stories, but should also provide readers with details help to capture the essence of the
person you are profiling. Let it go there. I think that, the more high-profile the source, the more I like the
transcription. There is just something so personal and engaging to them that tickles my curiosity buds while
still providing a fair amount of interesting information. Try to interview students from at least three different
schools, and look for recent research studies that may help illuminate some of the points your article makes.
Make sure that you find and interview the best possible sources for your article and add their quotes to your
article. You need to be free to actually engage with your subject. Nonetheless, try and make it attractive. The
introduction should reflect on the article in general, and it should also frame the interviewee in some way.
Magazine article interview examples to get inspired from Finding it hard to be creative? Fill holes. Allow
yourself a day or two after the rough draft before editing, if possible. This is what helps you ask great
questions. With such a background, I could say things during an interview that made me look informed, yet
simply without the complete picture. Rather, the HR professional wants tips for how to find the best job
candidates. Do not turn in a story with spelling or grammatical mistakes. You don't need to use quotes from
every person you interview -- but having a diverse collection of interviews in your notebook will give you the
best possible selection of quotes. Stick to the Word Count Magazine editors have a certain amount of space to
fill each month.


